UNIT 11 IT'S ALL HYPOTHETICAL

The Test your grammar section (p86) checks your ability to use the correct form after wish, showing whether you understand
the "one tense back" rule when hypothesizing.
Work through the exercises fairly quickly. There are two exercises for you to deal with on reading column A in the table and
summarizing what Bridget's problems are by joining a line in A with a wish in B.
The I wish things were different section practises ways of hypothesizing about the present and past, including conditional forms
with if, and using other forms like should have done, wish, if only, it's time, supposing, and I'd rather .
Grammar corner: Hypothesizing
Second and third conditionals, and structures like I wish and if only, are not based on facts.
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Second conditional features
a situation which is contrary to reality in the present and future
unreality shown by a tense shift from present to past
a hypothetical condition and its probable result
Example: What would you do if you won the lottery ?
Third conditional features
a situation which is contrary to reality in the past
unreality shown by a tense shift from Past Simple to Past Perfect
Example: If you'd come to the party , you'd have had a great time.
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Mixed conditionals features
imaginary past situations that could have led to consequences in the present
Example: If the rescue team hadn't found him, he would be dead.
(...but they found him so he's alive.)
unreal present situations, usually imaginary permanent states, which could have had some consequences in the past
Example: If Anna was there, she would've known what to do.
( ... but Anna's not here, she cant help us.)
Other structures
wish/if only/ I'd rather = similar to the second and third conditionals; expressed by a tense shift
(Example: If only you hadn't said that! But you did.)

Step 1
Revise the LANGUAGE FOCUS content on p151. Then do the following tasks:
- task 2 (T11.3) on reading (Broken Dreams) and listening to Marty and Carrie's sad story
- task 3 (p88) in your notebook; complete the SPOKEN ENGLISH table on the same page
Listen to the conversations (T11.4) and check. What extra lines do you hear? What are the contexts?
Step 2
The Word pairs page starts with matching word pairs with their definitions (p89). There is the key for you .
ifs or buts - excuses and arguments
wait and see - be patient and find out later
ins and outs - exact details
give and take - compromise/be flexible
by and large - generally speaking
grin and bear it - tolerate it as best you can
odds and ends - a variety of things
take it or leave it - accept it or refuse, I don't care
Then complete the sentences with a word pair from the previous word pair list. Listen and check (T11.6).
Task 3 requires joining the words to make as many word pairs as possible. You can do the task in your
notebook.
Use the following link on word pairs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWzg8ItvVSY.
Step 3
Workbook Unit 11
Your homework task includes pp70-73. Take your time doing your homework.
Note
Let me brighten up these gloomy days we are all in, offering you a song to listen to. Use the following link
and enjoy your listening: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_-q9xeOgG4 .
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